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Dear Counsel:
We have before us a Petition for Reconsideration (the “Petition”) filed March 8, 2007, by
Wauchula Educational Broadcasting Corp. (“WEBC”), former permittee of WWWP-LP,
Wauchula, Florida, seeking reconsideration of the dismissal of its referenced license application
(the “Application”).1 For the reasons set forth below, we deny the Petition.
Background. WEBC’s construction permit, as modified, contained the following
condition: “Both prior to construction of the tower and subsequent to the installation of all
appurtenances thereon, a partial proof of performance as defined by Section 73.154 of the
Commission’s Rules, shall be conducted to establish that the AM array [of Station WAUC(AM)]
has not been adversely affected and . . . the results submitted to the Commission.”2
WEBC filed the Application on December 12, 2003, without satisfying the condition
requiring a partial proof of performance. On June 28, 2004, the Commission sent WEBC a letter
requiring WEBC to amend the Application to demonstrate compliance with the condition.
In the second week of August, 2004, the tower being used by WEBC was destroyed by a
hurricane.3 A new tower was constructed at the same site in January, 2006. In November, 2006,
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a new 300-foot microwave tower was erected 1.1 miles from the WAUC(AM) antenna array. On
January 31, 2007, the staff dismissed the Application because of WEBC’s “failure to submit
documentation addressing condition #1 on the CP [the requirement for a partial proof of
performance].”4
On reconsideration, WEBC claims that the new microwave tower distorts the
WAUC(AM) antenna pattern to the extent that a meaningful partial proof of performance cannot
be conducted to comply with the condition in WEBC’s construction permit.5 WEBC also claims
that it was unable to timely satisfy the condition in the construction permit because the
WAUC(AM) licensee, Marvina Enterprises, Inc (“Marvina”), prefers that its contract engineer,
Mr. Phil Scott, conduct the partial proof of performance.6 WEBC asserts that Mr. Scott has been
unable to make the measurements for a variety of reasons.7
WEBC requests the Commission to permanently waive the construction permit condition
because the installation of WEBC’s small antenna on its existing tower has a “negligible” effect
on the WAUC(AM) antenna pattern.8 In the alternative, WEBC requests the Commission to
exercise “continued forbearance” such that the partial proof of performance need not be made
until the pattern distortion issue associated with the 300-foot microwave tower is resolved.9
Discussion. Two years, 6 months and 6 days elapsed between the date the staff informed
WEBC that it had to submit a partial proof of performance, and the date on which the
Commission released the Public Notice stating that the Application had been dismissed because
of WEBC’s failure to submit the partial proof of performance information.10
Even taking into account the hurricane and the delay incurred in erecting WEBC’s
replacement tower, WEBC could have completed the proof between the January, 2006,
construction of its new tower and the November construction of the microwave tower. We are
not persuaded by WEBC’s excuses concerning why Mr. Scott could not make the requisite
measurements during that 9 month period. In any event, WEBC could have retained another
engineer to do so, notwithstanding Marvina’s preference for Mr. Scott.11
Decision/Action. The staff correctly dismissed the Application. We have been shown no
good reason to reconsider that decision, much less to honor WEBC’s request to waive the
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construction permit condition or allow WEBC additional time within which to have the partial
proof of performance conducted.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the Petition for Reconsideration filed by Wauchula
Educational Broadcasting Corp. IS DENIED. The WWWP-LP construction permit (File No.
BMPL-20031215ACC) HAS EXPIRED as a matter of law. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
the request for Special Temporary Authorization filed by Wauchula Educational Broadcasting
Corp. is DISMISSED AS MOOT.
Sincerely,
Peter H. Doyle
Chief, Audio Division
Media Bureau
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